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Paul Holmes MP visited the Eastleigh Museum on Friday February 11th and met with
Hayley Hamlett, Debra Clothier and Naomi Stock (photographer) from One
Community. He was really keen to thank the whole of One Community for all their
support during the pandemic and find out about their other services across the
borough and beyond. He reflected on the value of volunteers and how many people
have volunteered for the first time during the pandemic to help within their
neighbourhoods. Time was spent discussing the challenges at this time, both within
the third sector and with Eastleigh residents in general. Danny a volunteer for One
Community based in the museum, had recently completed some research work
regarding the deep rooted history of the railways in Eastleigh. In the past Mr Holmes
has been quoted saying “Eastleigh is a proud railway town with an impressive history
dating back to 1838. Our town would be the perfect location for the new
headquarters of Great British Railways. “We need to level up across the country and
Eastleigh urgently needs extra investment and regeneration, especially in the town
centre.”
Pictured above right is our valued and long standing volunteer Ed Dawes who
celebrated his 90th birthday recently on 6th Feb. The Shopmobility team of staff
and volunteers gathered together to surprise Ed and to wish him well on reaching
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his special birthday. He has been a volunteer with Shopmobility since it began back in 1996 along with
his late wife Dolly and together they also set up Friends of Shopmobility which has raised a large sum of
money from donations over the years which has gone towards purchasing new scooters and power
chairs as well as manual wheelchairs and much more besides. We are all so grateful to Ed for his
continued help and support over many years and wish him well on his special day.

GVA meets with Gosport’s bright young minds at St Vincent College
Gosport Voluntary Action’s Community Engagement team
were thrilled to participate in St Vincent College Careers
Fair, Gosport, on 1st February. GVA Engagement Team
members, Jacky Charman and Miriam Selman, had a stall for
the full day at the event, and were in good company
amongst a total of 24 exhibitors, including The Royal Navy,
Southern Universities, Hampshire County Council, Gosport
Police and other community partners.
As well as promoting GVA’s services and Go Volunteering
project, GVA used the event – which was attended by some
450 students from the college – to gain insightful feedback
from the students about their perception of volunteering,
and to learn about what might encourage them to volunteer.
Through a targeted survey, GVA learned that many students struggle to know where to find volunteer
opportunities, and often aren’t convinced as to how volunteering might benefit their career plans. GVA
also received pointed feedback about the students’ recommended online platforms for promoting
volunteering opportunities. Beyond the survey responses, GVA noticed a lack of confidence amongst
some of the students, which served as a stark reminder about the importance of continuing to engage
with, encourage and support our local young people.
Following an eventful day, packed with informative engagements with students and community partners
alike, one key take-away message was clear: our young people of Gosport are eager to volunteer and
make a difference in their local community, whilst also building their skills for a future career. The onus is
now on us to help, guide and support them to make those volunteering aspirations a reality

New Forest Funding Fair January 2022
Community First hosted a free Virtual Funding Fair aimed at New Forest
based charities and non profit organisations. Featuring expert speakers
from Hampshire & IoW Community Foundation, Hampshire County
Council and the New Forest National Park Authority, the event was a
great chance for organisations to find out about a range of new funding
opportunities and get tips and advice on how to make successful funding
applications.
Attendees had the opportunity to interact with speakers asking relevant
questions in order to give their funding bids the best chance of success.
Although the Fair had a New Forest focus, the event was open to all to ensure charities and voluntary
groups had support to create more successful funding applications, regardless of their location.
Community First recognises that the provision of the knowledge and tools to access funding is key to a
successful and thriving voluntary sector. Therefore, advice on grants and funding is a fundamental part
of the support the team provides.
As the voluntary sector played a vital role in keeping individuals, families and communities safe and well
during the pandemic, Community First understands just how essential funding is for these charities and
voluntary groups to be able to deliver vital services to their beneficiaries and those in need.
A part of our job is to help them find and access funding to ensure that the support can continue longer
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term and be delivered in the most effective way. Supporting groups to identify and bid for longer term
funds is something that we will continue to do, and we were happy to have been able to host valuable
sessions, like the Funding Fair, for both organisations and funders alike.
The event gave attendees the opportunity to gain fresh insights, including what funding is on offer and
how to make the most of the support available to them. Furthermore, we have scheduled a useful online
training session next month as a follow-up to the event. This session entitled "Improve the success rate of
your funding applications'' will enable charitable and not-for-profit organisations to gain further
knowledge and skills needed for successful funding applications. Further details are available on our
website. We look forward to seeing many of the Fair’s attendees once more.

BVA’s Volunteer Fair
As part of their volunteering celebrations that has taken place over
the last month, BVA decided to hold a Volunteer Fair in the Town
Centre, talking to local residents about the current volunteering
vacancies that are locally available and how they can get involved in
supporting the community.
Across the month, the BVA team have been spreading the word
about all things volunteering on their social media and to the local
community. From shouting about the volunteering opportunities
that are available at your doorstep to their fun and interactive
quizzes, this month was all about making you aware of everything
you need to know when it comes to volunteering. The team reached
out and connected with local organisations and residents
encouraging them to join in on their celebration by sending in any
good-news stories and photos that they had when volunteering. They received a fantastic response and
we’re delighted with the opportunity to share these amongst their network.
Finishing the month off with a bang, BVA’s final stop was their trip to Festival Place, where their spin the
wheel to win a bag of sweets game seemed to go down a treat amongst some of the local shoppers.
Festival place was full of life throughout the day with local shoppers who were happy to catch up and chat
about how they can support local groups. It was great to see how many of the locals we’re interested in
volunteering and gave the team a chance to catch up with some familiar and new faces.

Together for our Planet
A National Lottery grant of £9,890 funded through the Together for the Planet
programme has been awarded to the Community Infrastructure Partnership (CIP)
to enable them to co-ordinate a piece of community-led research during the year
on how to respond to climate change challenges.
Across Hampshire there is a wide and varied voluntary, community and social
enterprise sector providing all kinds of community activity. When it comes to
tackling climate change, they all face two major challenges:
Reducing the carbon footprint of their service delivery
Protecting communities from impact of climate change
The CIP (comprising 7 Councils for Voluntary Service across Hampshire) will create and coordinate a series
of Action Learning sets (ALS) involving local community organisations to generate ideas and priorities for
the local charities and groups. They will also develop a Hampshire Environmental Network (HEN). HEN is
designed to help the charities and groups to share ideas and learning and to take action to
respond to green and environmental issues.
Hampshire County Council has a strategic priority to be Carbon Neutral by 2050 and they
are preparing to be resilient in case of temperature rise of up to 2°C. HEN will work to bring
likeminded organisations together to take an active part in changing the way we work and
to consider the impact that climate change will have on our local communities.
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Walking and Talking for Wellbeing
Mike has experienced mental health and wellbeing challenges as a young man and into his 30s. During
the six months before and during lockdown sadly Mike knew a number of male friends and acquaintances
that had taken their own lives. All were between 18 – 40. The more he researched this issue, the more
he wanted to do something about it. Mike started by creating a FB page called Talk Mental. The purpose
was to invite men 18 – 40 who are struggling, to meet for a walk. When lockdown happened, the group
gained an unexpected online momentum.
Rushmoor Borough Council community team had contacted Mike to ask about Talk Mental and suggested
he contact RVS, who met with Mike and identified he needed support with formalising the group, so they
can set up a bank account, are protected by insurance and it doesn’t feel like he is doing it all on his own.
Mike works full time and has a young family. To be able to keep Talk Mental running and also grow, we
agreed they may be able to become an RVS incubated project, whilst we support them to become
independent.
The idea of an incubator project is to enable fledgling groups to develop operationally as an RVS project
and be supported to form the important infrastructure to become independent. It is often easier to ‘do
the doing’ than build the foundations. We are supporting Mike to write a proposal that we will present to
the RVS Trustees. In the meantime, we will draw up an agreement, so that it is clear what we are offering
and the time frame. Mike expressed his relief that there is an organisation who can provide one to one
support and offer a wealth of knowledge and experience.
Mike “We regularly walk on a Sunday now and have returners and new people every time. It’s great to
feel a part of something positive, for my wellbeing and the other members. I want to expand what we do
to drop-in sessions during the week, so members can relax and have a coffee together”.
The number of people signed up to Talk Mental has increased as Mike has become more confident. Mike
felt able to ask members of the group to team up with him to formalise the group and got a good
response. This is RVS’s second ‘incubator project’ and continues to be a valuable learning experience. It
has highlighted the need for more resource to support project development.

Unity Volunteer Managers Forum
As the world and our communities are opening after
Covid, Unity’s Community team felt that it was time to
hold a “virtual” Volunteer Manager’s Forum and
general “Catch up after Covid”. During Covid Unity
recruited many hundreds of volunteers for the
Vaccination clinics, and as time has gone on, we are
finding that more volunteers want to get involved in
their local community and potentially take on another
volunteering role.
The forum gave us the chance to reengage with our
groups in the Test Valley, learning how they have
managed during the pandemic, looking at resilience
within the groups, and in new ways of working together. 14 attended and 6 apologies. There was a good
balance of North and South groups throughout the Test Valley. Hampshire Constabulary were keen to
engage with the Voluntary sector and to look at recruiting more individuals form the minority groups, as
well as recruiting for Cadet Leaders from the under 15 age category Unity is keen to help support the
groups in how to vary and be more motivational in volunteering roles and opportunities, their
management, and the retention. We found that the skill set of the cohort of active volunteers is of a
more professional level, therefore the roles that groups offer need to reflect this. Groups reported back
that they are often working with fewer volunteers at any one time, and that there is always a need for
proactive Trustees. The feedback was very positive with them all requesting that we keep a Forum going
statue complete
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Assessments, and thinking about what a good Trustee should bring to the Board.
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